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rofiled bar transmission gratings: soft-x-ray
alibration of new Kirchoff solutions

ichael C. Hettrick, Michael E. Cuneo, John L. Porter, Larry E. Ruggles,
alter W. Simpson, Mark F. Vargas, and David F. Wenger

A new analytical model, derived rigorously from scalar diffraction theory, accurately fits soft-x-ray
measurements of symmetrical profile gold transmission gratings in all diffracted orders. The calibration
system selects numerous photon energies by use of a high-resolution grazing-incidence monochromator
and a dc e-beam source. Fine-period free-standing gratings exhibit limited performance and require
such testing to determine parameters of and select acceptable gratings for use in time-resolved �0.25 ns�
spectrographs of known radiometric response. Unfolded spectra yield a Z-pinch plasma peak kT �250
eV, total radiated energy �900 kJ, and a pinch-driven gold-wall hohlraum Planckian kT �86 eV.
© 2004 Optical Society of America
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. Introduction

ransmission gratings can play a useful role in soft-x-
ay spectroscopy. Although their dispersive power
nd peak efficiency are generally lower than those of
razing-incidence reflection gratings, transmission
ratings have a broad range of spectral coverage and
an, in principle, exhibit low contamination from un-
esired �usually m � 2� spectral orders.
The physical model of a classical rectangular bar

ransmission grating has been previously solved in
losed form,1 yielding a relative efficiency in the non-
ero orders m of

�m � �sin�m�a�d���m���2�1 � c1
2 � 2c1 c2� (1)

nd a zero-order relative efficiency of

�0 � �a�d�2 � �1 � �a�d��2c1
2 � 2�a�d��1

� �a�d��c1 c2, (2)

here the efficiencies are relative to the transmission
f any structure supporting the grating, d is the grat-
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ng period, a is the gap between the bars, and where
he wavelength-dependent terms c1 and c2 are

c1 � exp�	2�
zo���, (3)

c2 � cos�2��zo���, (4)

or a bar of thickness zo composed of material having
complex refractive index n � �1 	 ��  i
 at a
avelength � � hc�E, where E is the photon energy,
is Planck’s constant, and c is the speed of light in

acuo. In convenient units, � �Å� � 12398.5�E�eV�.
This simple model has been widely accepted and

sed to approximate the efficiency of transmission
ratings for various applications in space astron-
my and laboratory sciences.1–4 However, from
q. �1� the rectangular bar model is seen to result in
ratio of efficiencies in nonzero order p to the first

rder �m � 1� which is independent of wavelength

�p��1 � ��1�p�sin�p�a�d��sin��a�d��2. (5)

lthough none of the soft-x-ray transmission grat-
ngs reported in the referenced literature display
uch a precisely constant ratio of efficiencies, the
umerical deviations were usually tolerable. This

s because such gratings had a�d ratios signifi-
antly less than 0.50. However, the newest grat-
ngs to be calibrated in the present work have a�d
alues approaching 0.50, which Eq. �5� shows to re-
ult in �p��1 approaching zero for even orders p.
his condition is ideal for removing spectral contam-
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nation from the even orders, especially m � 2.
owever, because of wavelength-dependent trans-
ission through the sloped sidewalls of nonrectangu-

ar grating bars, the deviation from a constant
fficiency ratio becomes more pronounced for such
ratings, since the percentage change in second-order
fficiency becomes sensitive to small changes in the
ffective value of a�d as a function of wavelength.
Furthermore, the level of accuracy required for

roper calibration of the gratings for our applications
s higher than has been considered acceptable in the
ast. Our goal here was to measure and model gold-
ar transmission gratings to an absolute accuracy
etter than 5% of the first-order efficiency integrated
ver the spectrum of a Z-pinch or pinch-driven hohl-
aum source ��0.1–2 KeV�. A similar 5% require-
ent is imposed on the absolute calibration of the pin

ilicon photodiodes used to record the spectrum and
s discussed briefly in Subsection 6.A. Such high
ccuracy is for the purpose of providing transmission
rating spectrometer �TGS� instruments capable of
easuring these sources to the level required for fu-

ion energy diagnostics. Such sources are spectral
ontinua of otherwise uncalibrated intensity and
hus lack the characteristics that can provide any in
itu calibration capability often available to astro-
omical or synchrotron instrumentation. Further-
ore, our transmission gratings can be heated to

ear the melting point of the bar material, as they are
riented at normal incidence to the highest peak
ower soft-x-ray pulse in existence �the Sandia Na-
ional Laboratories Z pinch�, and hence must be fully
alibrated both prior to and periodically during their
se in the spectrometers. Therefore, a �table-top�
alibration system must be available and nearby the
-accelerator facility.
In this study, we have therefore endeavored both to

mprove the accuracy of absolute efficiency measure-
ents on soft-x-ray �free-standing� transmission

ratings and to develop correspondingly more accu-
ate efficiency models through the closed-form deri-
ation of new equations using scalar diffraction
heory. Section 2 describes the table-top calibration
ystem we developed for this study. Such calibra-
ion must have high enough spectral resolution to
onitor the photoabsorption edges that provide an

ccurate way to determine the thicknesses and cov-
rage of translucent support structures and contam-
nants and must also provide the spatial resolution
eeded to characterize variations in efficiency across
he usable aperture of the grating. Section 3 pre-
ents the new equations for efficiencies of nonrectan-
ular bar shapes, including both linear �e.g.,
rapezoidal and hexagonal� and nonlinear thickness
rofiles. These equations are derived in exact form
ith Kirchoff ’s method of complex secondary wave

ummation, rather than being numerical or other
artially formulated approximations adapted from
he equations of a rectangular bar.2,4,5 Section 4 ad-
resses practical aspects of calibrating the grating
fficiency, including sources of measurement error,
rating support structures, contamination, scatter-
ng, and spatial variations. Section 5 presents the
alibrated data fits for a number of gratings with
ifferent periods and over several generations of
anufacture. The model fits use a new computer

ode developed to efficiently search for the multidi-
ensional physical parameters of the grating that

est fit the data in a physically robust manner. Sec-
ion 6 presents absolutely calibrated scientific results
rom the Z accelerator by time-resolved spectro-
raphs constructed from two gratings selected for
heir comparatively high-performance characteris-
ics. Section 7 summarizes this study, including ob-
ervations on the structural and performance
imitations of the transmission gratings obtained in
his research.

. Calibration System

he soft-x-ray light source was a Manson Model 2
lectron impact device manufactured by Austin In-
truments, Inc.6 It provides a generally stable
ource of soft x rays and is typically outfitted with a
andful of anodes that produce strong K-shell emis-
ion lines �Al, Mg, O, C, B, and Be�. As the current
alibration effort mandated mapping absorption
dges and efficiency variations requiring several
ozen photon energies, numerous anode materials
ere tested. This testing culminated in a set of 24

olid anodes �Hettrick Scientific Model CAL-24 cus-
om anode library7� that deliver approximately 75
sable emission lines in the soft-x-ray region �Table
�. The spatial and temporal stability of the source
as also improved significantly by addition of a cop-
er block radiator and by fan cooling of the anode.
Two monochromators were used to select the de-

ired photon energy: a moderate-dispersion model
NR-I and a high-dispersion model SXR-II, both
anufactured by Hettrick Scientific.7 The lower-

esolution instrument is a compact astigmatic config-
ration �Fig. 1� that selects photon energy through
otation of a concave grating about its surface nor-
al,8,9 whereas the higher-resolution instrument

Fig. 2� is a stigmatic configuration that employs
aried-line-space �VLS� reflection gratings.10 Both
onochromators provide high throughput combined
ith a fixed position source and exit slit. The me-

hanical stability afforded by this robust �fixed-slit�
onfiguration allowed long-duration constant-
ntensity exposures at the designed spectral resolu-
ion. For maximum throughput, the source
unctioned as the object point of the monochromator
n lieu of an entrance slit. For minimal undesirable
ontamination from visible–UV radiation and from
verlapping spectral orders of the monochromator, a
election of thin-film filters manufactured by LeBow
ompany11 was placed between the source and the
onochromator, as tabulated in Table 1. Photon en-

rgies E � 1380 eV use the second order from the
onochromator, with the filter chosen to minimize

he unwanted first-order throughput at photon en-
rgy E�2.
1 July 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 19 � APPLIED OPTICS 3773
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Line produced by a sapphire anode.
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The transmission grating to be calibrated was
laced at the exit slit plane of the monochromator.
reference exit slit of identical width and length as

he slit preceding the transmission grating was alter-
ately translated into the beam to provide absolute
alibration of the transmission grating efficiency.
he spectral orders of the monochromatic light dis-
ersed by the transmission grating were imaged by a
0-�m pixel �1300 � 1340 format� Roper Scientific12

odel PI-SX1300�B� back-illuminated thermoelectri-
ig. 1. Photograph of calibration system based on the moderate-
esolution SNR monochromator: 1, Manson source; 2, custom-
node library; 3, aperture selector; 4, grazing-incidence
onochromator grating; 5, filter selection; 6, exit slit or transmis-

ion grating; 7, in situ microscope; 8, CCD.
Table 1. Electron Impact Source Anode Lines

eV Species aFilter

49.3 Mg–L�M
72.4 Al–L�M
91.5 Si–L�M
108.5 Be–Ka Zr �0.2�
132.8 Y–Mz Zr �0.2�
151.1 Zr–Mz Zr �0.2�
171.7 Nb–Mz Zr �0.2�
183.3 B–Ka Zr �0.2�
192.6 Mo–Mz Zr �0.2�
237 Ru–Mz C �1.0�
260 Rh–Mz
277 C–Ka C �1.0�
284.4 Pd–Mz None
311.7 Ag–Mz Ti �0.3�
395.3 Ti–Ll Ti �0.3�
397 Sn–Mz
401.3 Ti–Le
446.5 V–Ll
452.2 Ti–La Ti �0.3�
453.5 V–Le
458.4 Ti–Lb
500.3 Cr–Ll None
510.2 Cr–Le
511.3 V–La
519.2 V–Lb
524.9 bO–Ka None
572.8 Cr–La Ni �0.3�
582.8 Cr–Lb
615.2 Fe–Ll Co �0.5�
628 Fe–Le
677.8 Co–Ll Ni �0.3�
694 Co–Le
705 Fe–La Co �0.5�
718.5 Fe–Lb
742.7 Ni–Ll Ni �0.3�
762 Ni–Le
776.2 Co–La Ni �0.3�
791.4 Co–Lb
811.1 Cu–Ll Ni �0.3�
832 Cu–Le Ni �0.3�
851.5 Ni–La Ni �0.3�
868.8 Ni–Lb Mg �10�
884 Zn–Ll Mg �10�
929.7 Cu–La Mg �10�
949.8 Cu–Lb
1011.7 Zn–La Mg �10�
1034.7 Zn–Lb
1036.2 Ge–Ll
1068 Ge–Le Mg �10�
1188 Ge–La Mg �10�
1218.5 Ge–Lb
1253.6 Mg–Ka Mg �10�
1302.2 Mg–Kb
1380 W–Mz Al �5�
1486.7 bAl–Ka Al �5�
1557.5 bAl–Kb Al �5�
1660.5 Au–Mz
1685.4 Y–Ll
1740 Si–Ka Co �0.5�
1774 W–Ma Co �0.5�
1761 Y–Le
1792 Zr–Ll
1835.9 Si–Kb Co �0.5�
1876.5 Zr–Le
Table 1. (continued)

eV Species aFilter

1902.2 Nb–Ll
1922.6 Y–La Co�0.5�
1996.2 Nb–Le
2015.7 Mo–Ll
2042.4 Zr–La Co�0.5�
2122.9 Au–Ma
2165.9 Nb–La Co�0.5�
2253 Ru–Ll
2293.2 Mo–La
2376 Rh–Ll
2559 Ru–La
2697 Rh–La
2839 Pd–La
2984 Ag–La
3444 Sn–La
4511 Ti–Ka
4952 V–Ka
5415 Cr–Ka
6404 Fe–Ka
6930 Co–Ka
7478 Ni–Ka
8048 Cu–Ka
8639 Zn–Ka
9887 Ge–Ka

aFilter thickness �in micrometers� listed for lines used in this
tudy.

b
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ally cooled CCD �EEV 36-40 chip�, which had a low
ark current ��0.2 e-�s�pixel at 	60 °C� and excel-
ent thermostatic precision ��0.05 °C�. This detec-
or replaced an older 24-�m pixel �1024 � 1024
ormat� Photometrics CCD �SITE chip� having signif-
cantly higher dark current ��11 e-�s�pixel at	40 °C�,
hich was used for the first few grating calibrations.
he CCD imaging surface was placed �193 mm from

he transmission grating to be calibrated. We ob-
ained confirmation of the photon energy selected by
he monochromator by first calibrating the dispersion
cale of the transmission grating–CCD configuration
sing several orders of known narrow lines �e.g.,
l–K� at 1486.7 eV�. The gratings tested in this
tudy were free-standing transmission gratings fabri-
ated by MIT Space Nanostructures Laboratory13 and
y Heidenhain GmbH.14

Figure 3 shows a typical anode spectrum, recorded
ith the SXR monochromator in spectrograph mode.

n this mode, the CCD is placed at the monochroma-
or image plane instead of the exit slit used during
he calibrations. In this example, a zinc anode was
sed in the Manson source, resulting in several in-
ense lines superimposed on a Bremsstrahlung con-
inuum. Visible light from the source filament was
emoved by use of a 10-�m-thick magnesium filter.
o obtain an accurate efficiency measurement at each
pectral line �E � h��, we also took an off-line image
t a nearby photon energy �E  �E� for both the
ispersed grating spectrum and the reference beam
nd subtracted it from the online image. This sub-
raction largely removes the underlying continuum
rom the line radiation, resulting in a monochromatic
mage of high purity. As shown in Fig. 4, for three
hoton energies spanning the soft x ray, the profile of
his image in the dispersion direction of the grating
roduces a monochromatic spectrum of the grating
pectral orders.
Increasing the signal-to-noise �S�N� ratio while

anceling the effects of any linear change in the
ntensity of the transmitted source intensity as a
unction of time �see Subsection 4.A�, required that
our online and four offline reference slit images be
aken, together with two online and one offline grat-
ng images. The averages of these exposures were

ade and the absolute efficiency calculated as

m � �SR�SG�

� �GRATm_ON � GRATm_OFF � GRATm_BASE��
�SLIT_ON � SLIT_OFF�, (6)

here SR is the width of the reference slit and SG is
he width of the grating aperture slit. In this equa-
ion, any prefix term denoted by GRATm is the aver-
ge intensity in spectral order m �grating in the
eam�, and any prefix term denoted by SLIT is the
verage intensity in the incident beam �reference slit
n the beam�. The suffix term ON refers to measure-

ents taken at the center of the spectral line, and
FF refers to measurements taken at some spectral
istance off-center. The term GRATm_BASE is the
aseline intensity of the local continuum in the dis-
ersed profile �such as shown in Fig. 4�, measured to
oth sides of the peak in spectral order m and aver-
ged. Its subtraction further increases the spectral
nd order purity by largely removing any residual
onmonochromatic light as well as monochromatic

ight scattered by the test grating �see Subsection
.B�, both of which are contained in the continuum
ying underneath the measured order. To provide
he maximum S�N ratio, we averaged all terms in Eq.
6� over the number of CCD bins needed to fully en-
lose the spectral order image.

Because the real and the scattered continuum
eing subtracted is generally sloped, the higher-
esolution monochromator provided better results
ecause of a smaller value for �E. In this case, a
ypical value chosen for the off-line measurement
as �E�E �0.01–0.02, depending on the natural
idth of the source line used. This provided sat-

sfactory results for the X-series gratings, which
equired comparatively large slit widths of �150
m owing to the low geometric transmission of their
upport structure. Hereafter, we denote this geo-
etric fraction as the open-area-ratio, or OAR, of

he grating. As is evidenced by the smoothness of
he data and the accuracy of the model fits �see
able 2 below and Section 5�, the off-line subtrac-

ions benefited further by the increased spectral
ig. 2. Photograph of calibration system based on the high-
esolution SXR monochromator. 1, Manson source; 3, filter selec-
or; 4, grazing-incidence monochromator; 5, aperture selector.
xit slit or transmission grating, microscope, and CCD are off the
hotograph but are the same as shown in Fig. 1.
ig. 3. Typical anode spectrum �zinc, 10 keV, 200 mA, Mg filter�,
howing three usable lines and a Bremsstrahlung continuum.
1 July 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 19 � APPLIED OPTICS 3775
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urity resulting from use of even narrower ��70
m� width slits for the HS- and XS-series gratings,
ade possible by their higher OARs.
The moderate-resolution �SNR� monochromator
as used only at the early stages of this study, for

alibrating the HD6 and the FS-series gratings. For
his monochromator, the separation between the on-
ine and the off-line settings was typically �E�E
0.03–0.10. In part, because of the sloped underly-

ng higher-order and scattered continuum, the result-
ng subtraction from Eq. �6� resulted in marginal
mprovement compared with that of simply subtract-
ng the detector background alone �turning off the
node potential�. This simpler procedure was fol-
owed for calibration of the FS-series gratings. In
his case, the residual higher orders and scattered
adiation passing through the monochromator were
ot negligible effects in the resulting efficiencies and
hus were subtracted when necessary by use of a
ootstrap method in the data analysis �i.e., starting
ith the known uncontaminated efficiencies at the
ighest energies and then working one’s way to the

ower energies�. However, this technique did not
ield results as accurate as those from direct removal
f such contamination with the higher-resolution
onochromator.
776 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 19 � 1 July 2004
Figure 5 shows the conversion of the order spectra
or grating HS14 to efficiency ratios, by use of Eq. �6�.
he smooth curves are the best fits of the classical bar
odel �Eqs. �1�–�5��, by use of a single set of physical

arameters. It is evident from this result that the
rating deviates significantly from a simple rectangu-
ar bar model. For example, the gap-to-period ratio
a�d� can be chosen to fit only the average value of
2��1, resulting in a factor 5 overestimate to the mea-
ured results at the high-energy end and a factor 2
nderestimate at the low-energy end. In addition,
djusting the gold-bar thickness �z0� to fit the energy
osition of the peak in �1��0 results in a peak magni-
ude that exceeds the measurements by nearly a factor
f 2.

. New Kirchoff Solutions

. Linear Profile

irchoff scalar theory constructs the net electric field
s the sum of all secondary waves from the diffracting
urface. The efficiency is given by the modulus of
he sum of the complex wave amplitudes. Identify-
ng the four physically distinct regions of Fig. 6 for a
rating bar with a thickness given by a trapezoidal
gure, we have

�m � �Ar�m� � Br�m� � Cr�m� � Dr�m��
2 � �Ai�m�

� B �m� � C �m� � D �m��2, (7)
ig. 4. Spectrum of monochromatic orders from grating HS14, at
hree sample photon energies. The CCD intercepts grating orders
1, 0, and 1 at �a� Y–M� �133 eV� and orders 	5 to 5 at �b�
r–L� �573 eV�. At �c� Si–K� �1740 eV�, grating orders 	10 to
10 are detectable peaks above the scattered wings of the low-
ig. 5. HS14 efficiency ratio best fit of rectangular bar model
zo � 275 nm, a�d � 0.430�. �a� First-to-zero-order efficiency
atio. �b� Second-to-first-order efficiency ratio.
i i i
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here, for example, A � Ar  iAi is the complex
mplitude from region A.
The periodic grating structure diffracts the inci-

ent wave into discrete spectral orders, m, in accor-
ance with the grating equation. The incident
arallel wave front is assumed to travel in the ver-
ical direction of Fig. 6. Changes in phase and
mplitude are calculated as a function of the hori-
ontal position with the complex refractive index
nd thickness of the bar along that vertical line-of-
ight �l-o-s�. Because this calculation assumes the
ave does not change direction through grating dif-

raction until it arrives at a common vertical posi-
ion after passing through the bars, the results are
ndependent of the vertical position at which the
hase and amplitude changes take place. There-
ore, the linear variation of thickness that defines
he side walls of this model is the result of any one
f a series of hexagonal profiles �dashed outline�
hose limited case is a trapezoidal profile �solid

utline�.
The derivation of the individual terms A through D

nvolves the following steps:

1. Setting up the Kirchoff integrals, following the
eneral formulation of Eidmann,2
2. Simplifying the integration by combining like

erms into the four physically distinct regions �A, B,
, and D�,
3. Performing the integration and separating the

esults into real and imaginary components,
4. Simplifying the expressions to permit physical

nsight and numerical calculation of the results.

Thereby, after significant algebraic manipulation
n rigorous conformance with scalar diffraction the-
ry and the procedure outlined in steps 1–4 above,
he wave amplitude components for spectral orders m
ot equal to zero have been solved as
2���m � c4� � c3 �Di�m� � �m � c4��1 � c1 c2 cos �
here �a � 2�ma�d and �b � 2�mb�d.
For m � 0, after precautions are taken to avoid

ndeterminate expressions, the wave amplitude com-
onents are given by

Ar�0� � a�d, (16)

Ai�0� � 0, (17)

Br�0� � c1 c2�1 � a�d � 2b�d�, (18)

Bi�0� � 	c1 c5�1 � a�d � 2b�d�, (19)

Cr�0� � Dr�0�

� �c1 c5 c4 � �c1 c2 � 1�c3��2���c3
2 � c4

2�, (20)

Ci�0� � Di�0�

� �c1 c5 c3 � �c1 c2 � 1�c4��2���c3
2 � c4

2�, (21)

here c1 and c2 are as defined in Section 1 and the
ew wavelength-dependent parameters are

c3 � 
z0����b�d�, (22)

c4 � �z0����b�d�, (23)

c � sin�2��z ���. (24)

Fig. 6. Linear side-wall bar profile model.
5 o
2�mAr�m� � 	sin �a, (8)

2�mAi�m� � cos �a � 1, (9)

2�mBr�m� � c1�c2 sin �a � c5�cos �a � 1��cos �b � c1�c5 sin �a � c2�cos �a � 1��sin �b,
(10)

2�mBi�m� � 	c1�c5 sin �a � c2�cos �a � 1��cos �b � c1�c2 sin �a � c5�cos �a � 1��sin �b,
(11)

2���m � c4�
2 � c3

2�Cr�m� � �c1 c2 cos �b � 1 � c1 c5 sin �b��c3 cos �a � �m � c4�sin �a�

� �c1 c2 sin �b � c1 c5 cos �b��c3 sin �a � �m � c4�cos �a�, (12)

2���m � c4�
2 � c3

2�Ci�m� � �c1 c2 cos �b � 1 � c1 c5 sin �b��c3 sin �a � �m � c4�cos �a�

� �c1 c2 sin �b � c1 c5 cos �b��c3 cos �a � �m � c4�sin �a�, (13)

2���m � c4�
2 � c3

2�Dr�m� � 	c3�1 � c1 c2 cos �b � c1 c5 sin �b� � c1�m � c4��c2 sin �b � c5 cos �b�, (14)
2 2
b � c1 c5 sin �b� � c1 c3�c2 sin �b � c5 cos �b�, (15)
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3

he above equations simplify to those given in Sec-
ion 1 for a rectangular bar when b�d � 0.

Figure 7 shows the result of applying this linear
ide-wall model to the same grating data given in Sec-
ion 2. With a single set of physical parameters for
he profile, a significant improvement in the fit to both
easured efficiency ratios ��2��1 and �1��0� is evident

ompared with the rectangular bar results of Fig. 5.
Table 2 �discussed more fully below� lists the crit-

cal parameters of the linear fit and the resulting
verage absolute value of the fractional error � in the
fficiency ratios �1��0 and �2��1.

. Free-Form �Multiple Step� Symmetrical Profile Model

he next step of generalization is to consider allowing
ny desired symmetrical profile bar to be formed by
he freedom to choose an arbitrary number of steps of
ndividually specified heights. Referring to Fig. 8,
e consider S steps of equal width �a on each side of
plateau, and define

� � 2�m�a�d (25)

S� � 2�mb�d � �b, (26)

here b � S �a. Our Kirchoff solution results in
omplex amplitude components for finite orders m as
 i i 1 5

F
d

2�m�Cr�m� � Dr�m�� ��
j�1

S

Er�m�exp�	2�
zj���,

(29)

2�m�Ci�m� � Di�m�� ��
j�1

S

Ei�m�exp�	2�
zj���,

(30)

here z is the thickness of step j and where
j
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nd for order m � 0 is

Ar�0� � Br�0� � a�d � �1 � a�d � 2b�d�c1 c2, (33)

A �0� � B �0� � �1 � a�d � 2b�d�c c , (34)
Cr�0� � Dr�0� � 2�b�d� �
j�1

S

cos�2��zj���

� exp�	2�
zj���, (35)

Ci�0� � Di�0� � 2�b�d� �
j�1

S

sin�2��zj���

� exp�	2�
zj���. (36)

ollowing an initial fit to a linear profile, we have
eveloped a FORTRAN code STEPFIT that refines the bar
ig. 7. HS14 efficiency ratio best fit of linear side-wall bar model
2�m�Ar�m�� Br�m��� cos �a � 1 � c1�c5 sin �a � c2�cos �a � 1��cos �b � c1�c2 sin �a � c5�cos �a � 1��sin �b,
(27)

2�m�Ai�m�� Bi�m��� sin �a � c1�c2 sin �a � c5�cos �a � 1��cos �b � c1�c5 sin �a � c2�cos �a � 1��sin �b,
(28)
Er�m� � ��1 � cos �a�cos�2��zj��� � sin �a sin�2��zj�����cos� j � 1���1 � cos �� � sin� j � 1�� sin ��

� �sin �a cos�2��zj��� � �1 � cos �a�sin�2��zj�����sin� j � 1���1 � cos �� � cos� j � 1�� sin ��,

(31)

Ei�m� � 	��1 � cos �a�sin�2��zj��� � sin �a cos�2��zj�����cos� j � 1���1 � cos �� � sin� j � 1�� sin ��

� �sin �a sin�2��zj��� � �1 � cos �a�cos�2��zj�����sin� j � 1���1 � cos �� � cos� j � 1�� sin ��,

(32)
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hape through successive generations of numerical
election and reduced variations. This Darwinian-
ike computational scheme evolves the step heights
efining the symmetrical profile that best fits the
ata in all specified spectral orders, typically m � 1
hrough m � 4. To provide physical robustness to
he numerical results, the step heights are con-
trained to be monotonic on each side of the central
lateau �region B of Fig. 8�. As a test of the correct-
ess of our equations and computer code, we used
qs. �7�–�24� to generate the efficiencies for a linear
rofile bar. Code STEPFIT �which uses Eqs. �25�–�36��
as then run with these input efficiencies, and the
utput bar profile in Fig. 9 was compared to the trap-
zoidal profile used to generate the efficiencies. The
ccuracy of this simulation confirms that a trapezoid
pproximated by only S � 8 steps on each side of the
lateau yields the same result as the trapezoidal
odel given in Subsection 3.A. This agreement be-

ween the two distinct formulations is strong indica-

Fig. 8. Step bar thickness profile model.

Table 2. Parameters

Grating
d
�nm� azo �nm� a�d b�d

d–fHD6 500 108�200� 0.225 0.080
e–gFS194_Z 200 400 0.324 0.143
fX27 400 317�175� 0.396 0.062
fX21 200 308�500� 0.262 0.089
HS04 200 206 0.354 0.133
HS06 200 276 0.370 0.122
HS14 200 284 0.376 0.108
hHS14_Z 200 284 0.355 0.130
HS17 200 212 0.360 0.118
HS05 200 271 0.376 0.122
HS09 200 253 0.391 0.176
XS01 200 192�340� 0.355 0.131

aCalibrated zo values from this study are compared with values
bL-fit is the accuracy of efficiency ratios �1�0 and 2�1�with a linea

bsolute efficiencies �typically 1, 2, 3, 4� with a multistep �free-for
cSupport structure is gold for HD6 and FS194_Z and is nickel f
dHD6 manufactured by Heidenhain GmbH; all others manufact
eHD6 and FS194_Z calibrated with SNR monochromator; subse
fHD6, FS194_Z, X21, and X27 calibrated with early model Ph

rinceton Instruments CCD.
gFS194 inferred to have an organic film �identified by the manuf

cting as a base collector of source contaminants. The current ca
ave resulted in additional deposit of organics and debris upon
ackground �no off-line spectra� for this grating the accuracy of th

hHS14_Z is HS14 recalibrated after 1 yr on the Z source.
ion that both are correctly derived and coded. In
he final version of STEPFIT, we use S � 29 steps in
ach of the side-wall regions �C and D, Fig. 8� to
btain a high-resolution model of the bar profile.
The physical parameters of all gratings studied are

ummarized in Table 2. The specified line spacing
d� is confirmed with high accuracy from the mea-
ured dispersion and is also the only parameter not
ubject to high uncertainty during the manufacturing
rocess. The zo �gold-bar thickness�, a�d, and b�d
arameters listed are those resulting from the linear
ts and are good approximations to the step-fit bar
hapes given in each of the figures to be presented in
ection 5. Note that the linear fits consider only
atios of the efficiencies in spectral orders 0, 1, and 2,
nd therefore do not consider the effect of the support
tructure �see Subsection 4.D�. The OAR values
isted result from the step fits. The linear model
lso does not include any organic contamination �see
ubsection 4.E�. The slit widths listed here were
btained by high-power optical microscopy and were
onfirmed in selected cases with scanning electron
icroscopy �SEM�.
Table 2 values given in parentheses for the gold-

ar thickness are those supplied by the grating man-
facturer. Evident from Table 2 is both that these
alues are highly discrepant from the measured val-
es and that the variation in measured thickness
etween gratings of the same generation is signifi-
ant.

The fit errors listed in Table 2 are the sum of the
rrors at the individual photon energies, divided by
he number of photon energies �typically 30–40�.

ee-Standing Gratings

-fit �����

cSupport �nm�
�OAR� bS-fit �����

Slit
��m�

5% 2660 �0.68� 7.2% 70
9.8% 820 �0.43� 12.1% 64
9.1% 770 �0.34� 5.5% 152
8.2% 770 �0.30� 5.0% 151
9.8% 710 �0.76� 3.3% 70
9.6% 930 �0.71� 3.7% 70
7.7% 890 �0.71� 2.5% 70
0.5% 890 �0.73� 3.8% 70
6.6% 1000 �0.58� 4.6% 70
1% 890 �0.71� 4.2% 70
0.9% 890 �0.70� 4.2% 70
7.9% 710 �0.79� 4.7% 70

ified by the manufacturer �in parenthesis�.
pezoidal-like� fit �Subsection 3.A�, and S-fit is accuracy of weighted
t to the side-wall profile �Subsection 3.B�.
others. OAR is the open-area-ratio of support structure.
by MIT Space Nanostructures Laboratory.

t series gratings calibrated with SXR monochromator.
etrics CCD; subsequent gratings calibrating with current model

er as black wax� residue extending well in between the gold bars,
tion of FS194_Z was after its use in the Z accelerator, which may
wax base; combined with the subtraction of only the detector
is seen to be lower.
of Fr
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1
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hese results are scaled to the first-order efficiencies.
n the case of the step fits, the errors in the higher
rders are therefore weighted correspondingly less
wing to their lower efficiencies.

. Practical Effects and Sources of Error

able 3 lists the major sources of calibration error
nd an estimate of the magnitude of each. A discus-
ion of practical effects contributing to these errors
ollows.

. Source Stability

. Source Motion
s the source is used in place of an entrance slit,
hanges in its position �due to differential expansion
ithin the source during heating of the anode and its

opper high-voltage probe� affect the selected photon
nergy and intensity passing through the fixed exit
lit. At the early stages of this research, this motion
as characterized by accurate �0.0005�� repositioning

f the source as a function of time, line species, and
ource power. We obtained a factor of �5 reduction
n the source motion by upgrading the commercially
vailable source with forced �double-fan� air cooling
round an enlarged copper fin radiator in conductive
ontact with the anode. Allowing the source to
arm up for �1 h prior to data collection and read-

usting the source position �0.0005� precision� until
he intensity changed by less than 1% between ref-
rence slit exposures before data was taken further
inimized the effect. Multiple �eight� reference slit

xposures are made symmetrically spaced in time
round the two online and the one off-line grating
xposures; therefore only a nonlinear change versus
ime in the transmitted source flux would result in an
rror to the calculated efficiency.

. Source Intensity Change
y maintaining a clean source and anode surface,
perating the source only at vacuum pressures less
han 2� 10	7 mbar �typically in the 10	8 range�, and
electing the lowest power readings and exposure

Table 3. Calibration Uncertainties

Source stability �0.5%
Photon- or noise-counting statistics �0.3%
Dark current stability �0.2%
CCD spatial nonuniformity �1%
CCD temporal nonlinearity �0.5%
Monochromator spectral impurity �0.2%
Illumination gradient �averaged� �0.5%
Grating efficiency gradient �averaged� �0.5%
Grating support ripple �averaged� �2%
Grating scatter 1%–3%
Slit width and alignment calibration �2%
Bar profile nonuniformities �e.g., ripple� 1%
Support structure model 1%
Organic contaminant model 1%
Total rms error at each photon energy 3%–5%
Total rms average error �36 photon energies� 0.5%–1%
780 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 19 � 1 July 2004
imes needed to provide the required S�N ratio �typ-
cally�300�, it was possible to minimize the accumu-
ation rate of hydrocarbons. Typical source
perating parameters were a 10-kV anode voltage
nd a 0.20-mA emission current. The fan cooling
mentioned in Subsection 4.A.1� also seemed to re-
uce the rate of hydrocarbon contamination owing to
ower anode temperatures.

The combination of source motion and inherent
hange in source intensity produced intensity
hanges at the detector whose residual nonlinearity
ith time was measured to be less than 0.5%.

. Monochromator Stability

. Spectral Impurities
he spectral separation ��E�E� between the off-line
nd the online settings �ref. Eq. �6�� was chosen indi-
idually for each spectral line, to minimize the spec-
ral contamination while maintaining a high net
ignal after the subtraction. The selection of thin-
lm filter material and thickness �Table 1� was also
ade to further remove any residual higher-order or

cattered radiation otherwise remaining after the off-
ine subtraction. Typically there were no spectral
mpurities detectable after this procedure �see Fig. 4�,
o we estimate the amount of such impurities to be
ess than 0.2% relative to the m � 1 efficiencies.

. Temporal Stability
ny unintended movement of the optics or slits of the
onochromator relative to each other or the source

auses changes to the transmitted intensity and pho-
on energy. Hettrick Scientific monochromators
rovide the critical physical and hence optical stabil-
ty by use of only stationary slit designs. Therefore,
or both the SNR and the SXR monochromator-based

ig. 9. STEPFIT test for a trapezoidal bar, demonstrating the
orrectness of the new Kirchoff solutions derived in this study for
oth a trapezoidal and a multistep profile bar.
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alibration systems, the transmitted intensities were
easured to be constant with a nonlinearity of less

han the 0.5% calibration error already included in
ubsection 4.A.

. Charge-Coupled Device Detector

. Photon-Counting and Dark Current Statistics
o ensure a statistical accuracy of better than�0.3%,
e have chosen accumulated exposure times such

hat the number of detected photons exceeds Np�105

or the combined first orders at each photon energy.
iven the work function of silicon �W � 3.63 eV�e	�
nd the electronic gain �G � 4.2 e	�ADU; ADU,
nalog-to-digital unit�, this statistical accuracy re-
uires a number of electronic counts equal to �Np�G�
�E�W�, which depends on the photon energy E.

or example, Fig. 4 shows an integrated sum of
1.2� 106 ADU�pixel� 10 pixels�order� 1.2� 107

DUs in the combined first orders at Y–M. At E �
33 eV, this sum converts to �1.4 � 106 photons,
ielding a statistical error of less than 0.1%.

. Detector Background
he two-dimensional �2-D� image of each spectral or-
er at the CCD is typically �10 pixels �0.2 mm� wide
nd �150 pixels �3 mm� long. Given a dark current
f 0.2 e	�s�pixel, this 2-D area results in a dark
urrent of �300 e	�s �70 ADU�s. A typical expo-
ure time per frame is 300 s, resulting in a detector
ackground of �2 � 104 ADUs. As this exposure is
mall in comparison with the number of counts from
ncident photons �Subsection 4.C.1� in m � 1, its
tatistical effect on the net accuracy of the data can be
eglected. Note that detector background can limit
he statistical accuracy of the data in weak spectral
rders, but the resulting weighted effect on the over-
ll grating efficiency is correspondingly reduced.
Because our calibration provides for the subtrac-

ion of this dark current �Eq. �6��, the only significant
ffect on the accuracy of our results is its stability.

ig. 10. SEM of grating HS04 at 1.5-k magnification, showing
ickel support structure composed of a triangular coarse pattern
nd a linear fine pattern. Bending of gold grating bars is also
vident to the right of the micrograph.
his effect depends on the constancy of chip temper-
ture �thermostatic precision�, which was poor
�1 °C� for the Photometrics CCD and excellent
�0.05 °C� for the Princeton Instruments CCD. In
he latter case, the resulting small change in dark
ount rate with time was effectively canceled by our
rocedure of taking reference slit exposures both be-
ore and after each of the grating exposures. The
esidual has the effect mainly of changing the level of
he spectrum baseline and is estimated to contribute
ess than 0.2% error in the grating efficiency calibra-
ion.

. Temporal Nonlinearity
n the Photometrics CCD, we found that the accumu-
ated counts did not increase linearly with exposure
ime, even when far below the saturation limit. The
rinceton Instruments CCD �PI-SX� showed this ef-

ig. 11. SEM of grating HS04 at 10-k magnification, taken at an
levation of 45°, measuring the projected thickness of the coarse
upports and the width of the fine support bars.

ig. 12. SEM of grating HS04 at 10-k magnification, taken at an
levation of 45°, measuring the projected thickness of the fine
ickel support bars. Extreme bending of the gold grating bars is
vident.
1 July 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 19 � APPLIED OPTICS 3781
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ect to a smaller extent. We reduced the remaining
emporal nonlinearity to below 0.5% by choosing a
hort exposure time �typically 300 s� for all frames
nd varying only the number of frames as required
or maintaining a desired S�N ratio level. The use of
dentical exposure times also eliminates the system-
tic error that would result from the fixed finite read-
ut time ��1 s for the PI-SX CCD� added to different
ntended exposure times.

. Spatial Nonuniformity
e tested spatial nonuniformity at E � 108.5 eV by

ltered source illumination in the absence of any op-
ics and found it to be less than 1% over the measure-
ent region of interest of the PI-SX CCD.

. Transmission Grating Support Structure

. Transmission
n electron micrograph of a grating �denoted HS04�
elected for autopsy after soft-x-ray calibration is
hown in Figs. 10–12. The HS-series gold grating
ars are supported by two nickel structures: �i� a
ne linear pattern with bars of nominal width �1 �m�,
ap �3 �m� �e.g., Fig. 11 shows an OAR �3.1�4.0 �
.78�, and thickness �approx. 0.9 �m� �0.635 �m�
os�45°� from the 45° inclined perspective shown in
ig. 12�, and �ii� a coarse equilateral triangular pat-

ern structure with 400-�m on-center spacing,
AR�0.90 �Fig. 10�, and thickness �approx. 0.5 �m�

0.347�m�cos�45°� from Fig. 11�. The combined fine
nd coarse structures thereby have a net OAR
0.78 � 0.90 � 0.70. The fine nickel support struc-

ure of the X-series gold gratings had an unintention-
lly small geometric transmission, owing to wider
2.5 �m� bars and narrower �1.5 �m� gaps, resulting
n a net OAR of only �0.34.

We canceled the effect of the nickel support struc-
ures in the linear model �e.g., Fig. 7� by fitting the
old-bar parameters to ratios of measured efficien-
ies. However, in the STEPFIT routine, the gold-bar
nd nickel support structure parameters are jointly
ptimized by our fitting the measured absolute effi-
iencies. In these calculations, the support struc-
ure transmission model is ideally the product of the
ransmissions for the fine and the coarse structures.
owever, we have found that a single-component
odel produces fits indistinguishable from those that
se two separate thicknesses and OARs. Therefore,
o quicken the iterative computer calculations, we
ave used the following expression for the net sup-
ort structure transmission,

T � OAR � �1 � OAR�exp�	4�
����, (37)

here 
 is the imaginary component of the refractive
ndex of nickel at wavelength �, OAR is the net OAR,
nd � is the effective thickness of the combined struc-
ure. The wavelength dependence of the support
tructure transmission decreases the transmission at
he low energies and at the high-energy side of the
i–L edge at 852 eV. Both effects, while undesired,
782 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 19 � 1 July 2004
rovide excellent constraints by which to fit the two
djustable physical parameters to the soft-x-ray data.
he inferred OAR and thickness parameters were in
greement with direct SEM inspection measure-
ents �Figs. 10–12� to within �1% in the resulting

ransmission.

. Diffraction
he fine �4-�m period� linear nickel support structure

s a diffraction grating in its own right, albeit at a
ispersion 20 times lower than the intended �gold�
rating. Given the nickel bar and space widths
easured in Fig. 11 and the nearly opaque thickness

f�0.9 �m� 0.635 �m�cos�45°�measured in Fig. 12,
he energy diffracted into the various spectral orders
f this nickel grating can be calculated from Eq. �1�—
ith a�d � 0.75 and c1 � 0—to be �5% �each of m �
1�, 2.5% �each of m � �2�, and �1% �each of m �
3�. At the lowest photon energies in the soft x ray

100 eV�, this nickel grating disperses the m � �3
adiation at an angle of �0.54 degrees out of the
ispersion plane of the gold grating. At the CCD
istance of �200 mm, this converts to a linear dis-
lacement of �1.8 mm. Fortunately, this radiation
s included in the intensity summed over the 6-mm-
ong region of interest read by the CCD in this direc-
ion and therefore does not represent a significant
ource of error.

. Spatial Ripple
he low-frequency ripple shown in Fig. 13 for grating
S14 is due to the triangular pattern coarse nickel

upport structure intercepted by the grating aperture
lit whose minor width �70 �m� is in the horizontal
irection of Figs. 10 and 13. This ripple is measured
long the length of the slit and is present with all
ratings from series X, HS, and XS; however, the
eriod and magnitude of the ripple depends on the
osition of the slit relative to the nearest vertical
upport bar. For example, if the slit is centered over
support bar, the ripple period equals the 400-�m,

n-center period of the support structure; whereas if
he slit is midway between support bars, the ripple
eriod is half this amount �with a corresponding re-
uction in the amplitude� because of interception of
he two other legs of the triangle for every one vertical
eg of travel in the vertical direction. The measured
eriod at the CCD is the period at the grating pro-

ig. 13. Image profile in the astigmatism direction �along the
ength of the grating aperture slit, vertical in Fig. 10� at the CCD,
aken at a photon energy of 851.5 eV.
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ected geometrically from the spatial focus of the
onochromator located approximately 38 cm prior to

he grating, yielding a magnification of ��38  19��
8� 1.5. Thus, the 650-�m period shown in Fig. 13
orresponds to �430 �m at the grating, inferring the
lit is centered over one of the support bars in the case
f HS14. The magnitude of the ripple is also deter-
ined by the transmission of the nickel support

tructure and therefore depends on the photon en-
rgy.
Because of the finite-size Z-pinch source and the

nite size of the diode apertures, the radiation de-
ected at any one photon energy by the spectrograph
ith these gratings is averaged over�0.3–0.5 mm of
rating aperture. This width is due to the projected
nite source size and diode aperture and corresponds
o �1 period of the ripple. As this largely dimin-
shes its effect, we adopt the mean value obtained by
ur averaging over the several periods contained
long the entire illuminated slit length during the
fficiency calibration. However, there is a residual
igitization error due to the finite number of periods
�1� sampled in the fielded spectrograph. For ex-
mple, if the sampling is over 1.5 periods, then the
rror in this average can be ��8% of the amplitude
f the peak-to-valley ripple, depending on where the
verage is taken �i.e., over two peaks and one valley
r two valleys and one peak�. This introduces a
aximum error of �8% � 20% �2% in calibrated

fficiency.

. Organic Contaminant Model

he soft-x-ray efficiency data reveal the presence of a
arbon-containing �organic� contaminant between
he gold bars for nearly all the gratings tested. For
he FS-, X-, HS-series gratings, this contamination
as first inferred by the significant decrease in first-

rder efficiency at low energies, particularly in the
ase of FS194_Z, which showed clear absorption
dges from carbon and oxygen �see Fig. 27 below�.
n addition, however, the HS-series efficiency data
howed the interesting spectral characteristic of a
udden rise in the m� 2 efficiency to the high-energy
ide of these edges �see Figs. 19, 20, and 28 below�.
his is in the opposite direction to what would be
xpected if an �absorbing� organic film was covering
ither the entire grating structure or the gap region
etween the gold bars. However, the observed in-
erse edges are consistent with what one should ex-
ect from a significant amount of carbon present only
n the immediate side walls of the gold bars whose
idth is nearly equal to the gap distance, a, between

he bars. To understand this, first refer back to the
imple Eq. �1�, which shows that the efficiency at m�
vanishes if a�d � 0.50 and rises quickly �sin2 de-

endence� as a�d departs from this value. So, given
hat a�d is slightly below 0.5 for the HS-series grat-
ngs �see Table 2�, the m � 2 efficiency of these grat-
ngs should abruptly rise when the gap, a, suddenly
ecreases owing to carbon on the gold-bar side wall
ecoming opaque at the high-energy side of the C–K
dge.
We included an organic contaminant in the step
odel by allowing for a fixed thickness of a material

e.g., containing carbon� to be placed at a step position
n addition to the main material of the bar �e.g., gold�.
he complex refractive index of this contaminant is
dded to that of the main material, in proportion to
hickness, as required for calculation of the net ab-
orption and phase change after transmission
hrough both materials. FORTRAN code STEPFIT in-
ludes the thickness of this material, the starting
tep position, and the number of �adjacent� steps as
dditional adjustable parameters for which the iter-
tive calculations optimize the fit. During initial
esting of this augmentation to the code, we manually
hanged the input chemical composition of the as-
umed organic contaminant among 30 different pos-
ibilities until the best fit was achieved. Regardless
f the grating, the best fits resulted from a composi-
ion defined by the elemental abundance ratio
O3H10 present on the outer edges of the sloped sides
f the bar profiles. This fit results not only from the
pectral discontinuities at the C and O edges but also
rom the characteristic effects of continuum absorp-
ion by each of the three elements �C, O, and H� on the
pectral shape of the efficiency curves. The presence
f both carbon and oxygen is consistent with this
rganic contaminant being the residue left behind
uring an incomplete etching of either the photoresist
r the antireflection coating used during various
teps of the grating fabrication. The fits infer a
ass ratio between this contaminant and the gold

ars of nominally 1% �with a factor 3 variation be-
ween gratings�; however, even such a low concentra-
ion shows a clear effect on the efficiencies at low
nergies.
The presence of an organic contaminant is evident

rom energy-dispersive comparison spectra taken of
he side walls of grating HS04, as shown in Fig. 14.

hile the absolute magnitudes of the concentrations
hown are not relevant, the increase in the amount of
arbon on the sides, compared with the tops, of the
ars validates the presence there of an organic as
nferred by STEPFIT.

There is also a rough correlation between the
mount of CO3H10 inferred to be present and the
ccuracy of the fit, which suggests that our simple
odel of the organic distribution is not exact, partic-
larly in the fit near the absorption edge of carbon
see the discussion of Section 5, below�. Given the
agnitude of these minor discrepancies, we estimate

he average error due our organic contaminant model
s typically 1% times the calculated efficiencies.

. Transmission Grating Scatter

ny nonperiodic components to a grating diffracts
adiation between the spectral orders that express a
trict periodic structure. Sources of deviation from
trict periodicity are evident from even a casual view
f the SEM photographs for grating HS04:

1. Nickel particulates �Figs. 14–16�,
1 July 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 19 � APPLIED OPTICS 3783
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ripple in the gold-bar width and thickness is clearly visible.

3

2. Gold-bar bending and misplacements �Figs. 10
nd 12�,
3. High-frequency ripples �corrugations� in the

old-bar thickness and width �Figs. 14–17�, with
igs. 15–17 being taken after a physical cross sec-
ioning of the gold bars in order to view the bars in
rofile.

The presence of nonuniformities in such gratings
as also been noted by others.3,16,17 Note that in Fig.
5, the nickel that should appear only at the base of
he fine support bar �running horizontally along the
op of the figure� extends in particulate form well into
he open gold grating region below it, and therefore
epresents contamination of the gold bars and a
b

F
m
o
o
t
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ource of grating scatter. The extreme unevenness
f the spacings shown in this figure is believed due to
he physical cross sectioning of the gold bars, which
ook place before this SEM was taken, although spac-
ng irregularities are also obvious in the undisturbed
rating shown in Fig. 12.
Comparing Figs. 4 and 18 for gratings with differ-

nt levels of resulting scatter and the corresponding
ts �see Section 5, Figs. 19 and 20 below, respective-

y�, one can see that the fit accuracy is limited largely
y the scatter of the test grating, with the lower
catter grating �HS14� also showing the lower error
n the model fit. Specifically, a major component of
he calibration error for many of the gratings in the
S series is the inability to determine an accurate
aseline �value of GRAT _BASE in Eq. �6�� for the
ig. 14. SEM at 45° elevation and energy-dispersive spectral
esults on grating HS04: rectangle contains organic residue on
ide of gold bar; white cross is on top of gold bar; black cross is on
ickel particulate. Listed next to each of three regions sampled
y an SEM x-ray spectrometer are approximate percentages by
ass of four elements along the spectrometer line-of-sight.
m

ig. 15. SEM of grating HS04 at 50-k magnification, taken after
hysical sectioning of the gold grating bars. Although the uneven
pacing is in part due to the stresses of the sectioning, the globular
ickel contamination between the gold bars as well as the high-
requency corrugations on the edges of the bars is representative of
he virgin grating.
ig. 16. SEM of sectioned gold bars of grating HS04 at 80-k
agnification, taken at an elevation of 30°. The quasi-trapezoidal

ross section of the bars can be seen, as well as the presence of nickel
ttached to the bottom edges of the gold bars. The high-frequency
ig. 17. SEM of sectioned gold bars of grating HS04 at 150-k
agnification, viewed on-edge. The average measured thickness

f�210 nm is in excellent agreement with the thickness parameter
f 206 nm inferred by the soft-x-ray efficiency data obtained with
he STEPFIT code.
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igh scattered background lying beneath the specu-
ar orders. Judging from a comparison of similar

easurements of gratings having different amounts
f scatter, we estimate the calibration uncertainty
ue to grating scatter is �1%–2%, depending on the
rating, at each photon energy.
To the extent that scatter is present, the efficiency of
spectral order is ill-defined, as a functional definition
ust take into account the angular width of the detec-

or that intercepts a fraction of the adjacent back-
round in the fielded TGS. The presence of scatter
herefore has the second deleterious effect of causing a
ystematic underestimate to the actual intensity re-
orded by a finite-size detector, as this includes a por-
ion of the scattered light lying underneath and
djacent to the spectral orders. The use of spectral
rders itself becomes questionable in the presence of
nomalous peaks appearing between the order posi-
ions of a periodic grating, as is also evident from Figs.
8�b� and 18�c�. As is shown in Table 4, we have
elected for use only those gratings with a scattered
ight level below 1% of the first-order efficiencies and
ave thereby limited this systematic error component.
able 3 therefore lists the total estimated calibration
ncertainty due to grating scatter as 1%–3%, being the
um of the two effects discussed above in this and the
receding paragraph.

. Spatial Gradients

. Illumination Gradient
he slope seen in Fig. 13 superimposed on the ripple

s due mainly to the aperture variation in illuminated

ig. 18. HS04 order spectra at �a� Y–M� �133 eV�, �b� Cr–L� �573
V�, and �c� Si–K� �1740 eV�, showing high background and anom-
lous peaks between the spectral orders �e.g., between the fourth
nd the fifth orders for Si–K� and midway between the orders for
r–L��. Compare with the cleaner spectra of Fig. 4 for HS14.
ntensity of the test grating by a focusing grazing-
ncidence mirror in the high-resolution monochroma-
or. Because the reference slit is illuminated with
he same variation, the effect is largely canceled
hen we calculated the absolute efficiencies using
q. �6�. However, note that we average the intensity
ver the 2-D images prior to dividing the dispersed
ntensity by the reference intensity, so any nonlin-
arity in the gradient is not properly treated. Spa-
ially resolved measurements on grating HS14_Z
ave shown that the portion of the gradient due to
ariations in grating efficiency, rather than in inci-
ent illumination, is less than 1% per millimeter.

. Efficiency Gradient
ther transmission gratings for which data has been

aken have displayed a larger variation in efficiency
long the length of the slit, after the effect of the
onochromator illumination has been removed. Up

o �10% gradient per millimeter was measured for
ne grating, and further calibration as a function of
his spatial coordinate is required both for more ac-
urate quantification of its magnitude and for deter-
ination of whether the magnitude is due to a

radient in the gold-bar a�d ratio or its thickness.
s such gradients adversely affect the net calibration
ccuracy of the grating, we reject gratings whose gra-
ient in m � 1 efficiency exceeds 1% per millimeter.
n addition, to minimize the effect that this residual
radient has in the calibration of the fielded spectro-
raph, we center the calibration setup illumination of
2 mm along the length of the 6.5-mm slit �series HS
nd XS�. In this way, the average efficiency result-
ng from these measurements is representative of the
ame central portion of the grating aperture, which is
rojected onto the pin diode detectors to record the
pectrum of the TGS. However, because of an esti-
ated off-centering of 0.5 mm between the calibra-

ion and the spectrograph l-o-s, we estimate the effect
f a 1% per millimeter gradient in grating efficiency
o be a 0.5% error in the calibrated efficiency, as
ncluded in Table 3.

. Slit Width and Alignment Calibration

quation �6� requires accurate knowledge of the
idths of the slits used to aperture the grating and as
reference to provide a measure of absolute effi-

iency. As these slits interchangeably also act as
he exit slit of the calibration monochromator, the
ariation in intensity incident across the width of the
lits is a function of the source spectral line profile,
he source size, and the dispersion and focusing of the
onochromator. The worst case is for spectral lines
hose width is similar to the slit width, resulting in

he maximum change in transmitted intensity as a
unction of a change in slit width. To avoid this
roblem, we have taken care to use a reference slit of
he same size ��0.5 �m� as the grating slit. The
esidual uncertainty in Eq. �6� can be estimated by
ssuming the slits are uniformly overilluminated, re-
ulting in a fractional error in efficiency equal or less
han twice the fractional error in slit width. As the
1 July 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 19 � APPLIED OPTICS 3785
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ccuracy in the slit-width calibration �through visible
nd SEM inspection� is �0.5 �m �0.7% times the slit
idth of 70 �m�, the maximum resulting error in

fficiency calibration is 1.4%.
Because of the finite slit width, positional and an-

ular coalignment of the reference and grating slits
an also affect the absolute calibration. Each cali-
ration system was outfitted with an in situ micro-
cope, and the selected slit bright edge illuminated at
igh magnification both at atmosphere and under
acuum was viewed. With a cross-hair reticle, we
anually performed the angular coalignment at at-
osphere �to within�2 �m over a 1 mm field of view�

nd confirmed it under vacuum. We performed the
ositional coalignment under vacuum using a
eedthrough micrometer having 1-�m precision that
ranslated the spring-loaded crossed-roller stage to
hich both slits were rigidly mounted. If the mis-
lignment between the slits was 2 �m, then in the
orst case of a monochromatic spectral line width

qual to the slit width of 70 �m, the error in trans-
itted flux could be as large as 1�70, which is equal

o an additional 2.8%.
However, in an initial test in which two slits of
idth calibrated to within �0.5 �m were alternately

elected into the beam, a change of less than 0.5% in
ransmitted flux was measured. This is signifi-
antly better than the sum of the worst cases of the

Table 4. Summary of C

Grating �period� �2��1 @525 e

cLow-energy gratings

HD6 �d � 500 nm� d0.342e

X27 �d � 400 nm� 0.072

High-energy gratings �d � 200 nm�:

First Generation
FS194_Z d0.240e

Second Generation
X21 d0.369e

Third Generation
HS04 0.062
HS14 0.092
Fourth Generation
XS01 0.066

aLow efficiencies of X-series gratings are due to a low OAR of th
bScatter is measured as a fraction of the peak intensity at spect

.01.
cGratings HD6 and X27 were specified as thin-bar low-energ

nsatisfactory �because of the gold bars being nearly twice the spe
o have thick bars for optimization at high energies.

dHigh contamination from second-order efficiency ��2��1 ratio� fo
ignificantly below the ideal value of 0.5.

eAbsent soft-x-ray selection, no grating series generally conforms
ategories, with the e identifying unsatisfactory or marginal values
nd a handful of others� therefore relies on soft-x-ray calibrati
haracterized.

fLow efficiency at 183 eV �below the carbon photoabsorption edg
lm residue from the grating fabrication process and subsequent
gLow efficiency at 2042 eV for XS series is due to thin gold bars
786 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 19 � 1 July 2004
bove two sources of error, which, for the purposes of
able 2, we have estimated to be 2%.

. Absolute Model Fits

igures 19–23 show the results of our step model
pplied to the data obtained from five virgin �other-
ise unused� gratings. For each spectral order, the

egend lists the average relative deviation of the fit
rom the data. These percentage errors were
eighted by the order efficiency and summed to cal-

ulate the net error for the multiple-order fit, listed in
ach figure caption as a percentage of the m � 1
fficiency. Note that these fit errors are added as
bsolute values but are for the most part randomly
istributed both above and below the data. There-
ore, for purposes of estimating the error in the net
fficiency as integrated over all the �N �30–40�mea-
ured photon energies, the multiple-order error
hould be divided by �N1�2. Thus, the net error for
ur radiometric calibration purposes with grating
S14 would be �2.5%�6 � 0.5%. The calibration
ts for gratings X21, X27, and HD6 are somewhat
orse �though still�1%�, because of being done in the

arly stages of this research with a lower-resolution
onochromator or higher-noise CCD as discussed in
ection 2. The highly accurate fits provided by our
ew step model represent a dramatic improvement

l Performance Indices

Scatterb

�1 � First-Order Efficiencya

@183 eV @2042 eV

@277 eV

�0.01e 2.48% 1.1%
0.003 2.77% 7.3%e

@1254 eV

0.004 f0.44%e 7.8%

0.006 1.75% 4.9%e

�0.02e 7.4% 5.8%e

0.007 6.4% 9.9%

0.010e 9.6% 5.4%e,g

ckel support structure.
rder m � 1 and is considered marginally acceptable at a value of

atings and therefore the high efficiency of X27 at 2042 eV is
thickness�; all other gratings �d � 200 nm period� were specified

, FS, and X series results from gap-to-period �a�d� ratios that are

e design parameters or performs acceptably in all of the three basic
e intended application; selection of acceptable gratings �e.g., HS14
numerous gratings whose parameters are otherwise not well

Fig. 27� for FS-series grating indicates the presence of black wax
ulation of contaminants onto this wax film.

00 nm�.
ritica
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ver those attainable with the standard �rectangular
ar� model.
Table 2 includes the OAR inferred from the step-fit
odel calculations, as well as the average �absolute

alue� error of the fit as a percentage of the first-order
fficiency. Because of the narrow slit width �70 �m�,
he OAR measured for grating series HS and XS is
ot simply the average OAR of the structure. It can
ary by as much as 10% absolute, depending on the
xact position of the slit relative to the nearest nickel
ar �lying in the vertical direction of Fig. 10� of the
riangular support structure. For example, if the
lit is centered over such a bar, the blockage �1-OAR�
ue to this triangular structure is simply 12 �m�70
m � 17%, whereas if the slit lies midway between

wo such bars, the obscuration is only 12 �m��400
m�2� � 6%.
In the case of the HS-series gratings, the model fit

hows a less dramatic rise at the inverse edge of C–K
han suggested by the single data point �Ag–M at 312
V� to the high-energy side of this edge. Having
etaken this data point carefully and multiple times
nder various conditions of the source, monochroma-
or, and filter�s�, we believe the inverted edge is ac-
urately measured. Perhaps the actual chemical
omposition of the organic film is different from the
:3:10 abundance ratio of CO3H10, which we found
rovides a good fit to the overall efficiency curves over
he soft-x-ray energy range. Also note that an accu-
ate modeling of this effect must depart from our
imple model of an organic of constant thickness and
idth on each side of a uniform profile gold bar.
irst, as shown in Figs. 16 and 17, the gold bars
xhibit significant �20%� changes in width �and
epth� over 100-nm spatial wavelengths along the
ar lengths. Top views of the grating bars at high
EM magnification �e.g., Fig. 15� also show sugges-
ions of this high-frequency ripple along the bar
engths, albeit at lower contrast. Such ripple
hanges the magnitude of the inverse-edge effect,
hose sensitivity nonlinearly depends on the devia-

ion from the condition producing no second-order
iffraction �a�d� 0.50�. Second, nonuniformities in
he actual distribution of the organic also affects the
agnitude and direction of the spectral edge in the

fficiency curve. This latter point can be easily ap-
reciated from the fact that a completely uniform
hin film of carbon, for example, would act as a thin-
lm filter in series with the grating and hence simply
roduce the same absorption curve �with the usual
hotoabsorption edges� overlaying the grating effi-
iency curves in each spectral order. At the other
xtreme, the same amount of carbon could be distrib-
ted not only just on the bar side walls, but also only
o fill in the rippled recesses seen for the widths of the
old bars. In this case, the absorbing effect of the
arbon would be enhanced, because of the exponen-
ial dependence of absorption with l-o-s mass, and the
pectral edge would tend to more closely match the
nverted spectral feature seen from the data, owing to
ig. 19. Step fit for grating HS04, resulting in a net error of 3.3%
imes m � 1 efficiencies. Gold bar depth profile shown in bottom
art of figure.
ig. 20. Step fit for grating HS14, resulting in a net error of 2.5%
imes m � 1 efficiencies. Gold bar depth profile shown in bottom
art of figure.
1 July 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 19 � APPLIED OPTICS 3787
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he carbon decreasing the gap width, a, at values of
�d that are closer to 0.50 on the inside edges of the
ippled width. However, such detailed modeling of
his effect is not addressed here, as the present ap-
lication of the grating calibration is for high accu-
acy in the efficiency integrated over a continuum
ource rather than as a function of energy over any
arrow feature near these edges.
The shoulders appearing on the inferred gold-bar

rofiles for HS04 �Fig. 19� suggest contamination by
metallic material �having a correspondingly high

bsorption across the soft-x-ray energy range�. In-
pection of the SEMs taken for this grating, particu-
arly Figs. 14–16, is consistent with this material
eing nickel. The electron microscope image of Fig.
7 displays a direct measurement of 210 nm for the
old-bar height of grating HS04. This measurement
s in excellent agreement with the 206-nm value in-
erred from the model fit to the measured soft-x-ray
fficiencies �Fig. 19�, indicating that the optical con-
tants used in our calculations are accurately repre-
entative of the gold-bar material. More general
onfirmation of the accuracy of the inferred grating
arameters is obtained by extrapolation of the model
t from one energy region to another and by compar-

son of the predicted efficiencies in several spectral
rders to measurements not used to constrain the fit.
or example, Fig. 24 shows the efficiency curves that
ur model fit to measured efficiencies of grating HS18
t only three photon energies �108.5, 277, and 1254
V�. The first-order curve predicted by our physical
788 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 19 � 1 July 2004
odel is extrapolated to higher energies and agrees
o within �3% times the first-order efficiencies mea-
ured in the high-energy region of 1487–5415 eV.
hese high-energy measurements were made with a
imple transmission grating monochromator �TGM�
onstructed from a 1° graze angle focusing mirror and
he lowest scatter transmission grating of 0.2-�m pe-
iod �HS09� selected from our calibration. The scat-
ered light of Bremsstrahlung continuum with this
GM still significantly exceeded that from our
razing-incidence reflection grating monochroma-
ors. Furthermore, this scattered light could not be
ccurately subtracted owing to the comparatively low
ispersion �and hence off-line spectral resolution� of
he transmission grating, which limited its use to
nly the strong characteristic lines, including the
-shell lines from 0.1 to 5.5 keV and the strong L-shell

ines in the 1.9–3.4-keV region listed in Table 1.
Figure 25 is an SEM of one grating �XS01� from the
ost recent generation procured at the time of this
riting. The reduced presence of apparent metal

ontaminant particles is an improvement resulting in
art from information provided to the grating man-
facturer on our results of soft-x-ray testing of the
S-series gratings. Table 4 shows that the level of

cattered light is less than the worst case �HS04� of
he HS series but is still only marginally acceptable.
he source of the scatter may be the aperiodicity seen

n Fig. 25 as a variable bar-to-gap ratio. The bent
ars causing this aperiodicity and resulting inter-
rder scattered light may be explained by internal
ig. 21. Step fit for grating X21, resulting in a net error of 5.0%
imes m � 1 efficiencies. Gold bar depth profile shown in bottom
art of figure.
ig. 22. Step fit for grating X27, resulting in a net error of 5.5%
imes m � 1 efficiencies. Gold bar depth profile shown in bottom
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tress of the grating support structure17 as this grat-
ng micrograph was taken by the manufacturer prior
o delivery and mounting in our apparatus. Figure
6 also indicates that XS01 exhibits comparatively
oor efficiency at high energies. The model fit to this
ata infers a gold-bar thickness that is only�192 nm,
ignificantly less than the manufacturer’s specifica-
ion of 340 nm. Similarly, a thickness �190 nm is
btained for a second grating �XS06� in this series.
Simultaneously meeting the three performance

undamentals �efficiency, scatter, and high-order con-
amination� is apparently a practical problem that
ersists in general through the four generations of
ree-standing fine-period �200 nm� transmission grat-
ngs we have tested. For reference, Fig. 27 shows
ur first 200-nm grating calibration �FS194_Z�, in
hich the extreme amount of a carbon-based film

vident from the photoabsorption edges unfortu-
ately precluded its continued use in the spectro-
raphs, though its thick gold bars provided excellent
fficiency at the highest energies �even greater than 2
eV�. We have therefore relied on soft-x-ray calibra-
ion to characterize and select gratings of relatively
igh performance from among each series of gratings
aving the same specified manufacturing parame-
ers.

Another difficulty of current concern is the effi-
iency changes we have measured following some
ime period after an initial calibration. For exam-
le, Fig. 28 shows the calibration of HS14 made after
his grating had been used in a TGS on the Z source
or �1 yr. The significantly higher efficiencies �fac-
or 1.3� found in m � 2 required that the model fit an
ffectively wider gold bar, as shown in Fig. 29.
hanges to the second-order efficiency are the most
ensitive indicators of changes in the grating bar ef-
ective width, as a result of this efficiency vanishing
t a�d � 1⁄2. In the case of HS14, a 10-nm widening
f the bars results in a factor 1.3 increase in the m�
. As a second example, increases of a lesser ex-
ent �factor 1.15� to the second-order efficiency have
lso been measured for a grating �HS09� that was
ig. 23. Step fit for grating HD6, resulting in a net error of 7.2%
imes m � 1 efficiencies. Gold bar depth profile shown in bottom
art of figure.
ig. 24. Step fit for grating HS18. Model is fit to the three lowest
hoton energies �108.5, 277, and 1254 eV� shown by asterisks and
ompared with measurements �circles� made at high photon ener-
ies �1487, 1740, 1923, 2042, 2166, 2293, 2559, 2697, 2839, 2984,
444, 4511, 4952, and 5415 eV�with a low-resolution transmission
rating monochromator.
ig. 25. SEM of last generation �XS01� grating, having fewer
articulate contaminants, after feedback from this study. Signif-
cant aperiodicity is evident in the highlighted rectangle as a vari-
ble bar-to-gap ratio due to bent bars.
1 July 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 19 � APPLIED OPTICS 3789
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ever exposed to our high-power source. It is
herefore at present unclear if such changes are due
o source exposure �e.g., contamination or heat load-
ng distortions� or perhaps to a spontaneous change
n the grating itself from either �i� oxidation of the
rganic film that apparently resides on the gold-bar
ide walls �even though the gratings were stored in

low-humidity environment� or �ii� stress relax-
tion of the support structure, resulting in a�d dis-
ortions such as observed in Figs. 10, 12, and 25.
n any event, such periodic monitoring is clearly
ecessary to maintain accurate absolute efficiency
alibration of these diffraction gratings. A third
rating �HS17�, which like HS09 was also not ex-
osed to any high-power source, was remeasured 9
onths after the initial calibration and did not

how any significant changes in efficiency at three
pot-checked photon energies.

. Z-Source Diagnostic Spectra

he purpose of our extensive calibration of gratings,
s reported in the preceding sections, was to provide
bsolute �radiometric� diagnostic information on
he spectral power of tungsten wire-array Z-pinch
oft-x-ray sources at Sandia National Laborato-
ies.18 In addition to the grating calibration, this
rocess required the construction of several time-
esolved TGS instruments with the gratings se-
ected in this study. Earlier research leading to
he current stage of development of these instru-
ents and experiments has been previously report-

d.3,19,20 In this section, we discuss some
dditional details regarding the TGS detector cali-
ration and the unfolding of the data measured by

ig. 26. Step fit for XS01, showing a thin bar and the resulting
ow efficiency at high photon energies. Net error is 4.7% times
� 1 efficiencies. Gold bar depth profile shown in bottom part of

gure.
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hese instruments, and we present the power spec-
ra and time histories for two recent experiments
onducted at Z.

. Diode Sensitivity

o provide sufficient quantum efficiency to allow elec-
ronic detection of the soft-x-ray spectra over the sub-
anosecond time intervals desired, we employed
igh-speed silicon photodiode model AXUV-HS1,
anufactured by International Radiation Detectors,

nc.21 The small active area �0.22 mm� 0.22 mm� of
hese devices provides the low capacitance �100 pF�
equired for obtaining the fast response �0.25 ns� de-
ired to monitor changes in the incident pulsed radi-
tion from the Z-pinch source. An in-depth study of
hese fast diodes is given in Seely et al.22 A small
perture was placed above the active area of each of 16
iodes in a linear array, allowing the continuum spec-
rum to be sampled across the soft-x-ray energy range.

To provide a radiometric calibration of the TGS, the
easured diode voltages must be converted to irra-

iated power density �watts per square centimeter� at
he diode apertures; hence the product of sensitivity
amps per watt� and apertured area of each diode
ust be known. This product is given by

Sj�E� � ��j��o�exp�	4�
SiO2
�SiO2

����1

� exp�	4�
 � �����W, (38)
ig. 27. Step fit for grating FS194 calibrated after use on Z. Net
rror is 12.1% times m� 1 efficiencies. FS194 shows a thick gold
ar, resulting in excellent high energy efficiency but severe organic
ontamination due to black wax processing residue. Gold bar
epth profile shown in bottom part of figure.
Si Si
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here W is the work function of silicon �3.63 eV�
lectron�, 
 is the imaginary �absorption� term of the
omplex refractive index at wavelength �, and � is the
ayer thickness. The factor �j��o is the aperture of
he jth diode compared with a nominal value �o �
.2� 10	4 cm2 and was measured by flat-fielding the
6 diodes in a uniform monochromatic beam �E
1400 eV�. The first exponential accounts for the

ransmission through a �preferably thin� surface
ayer of silicon dioxide, which is assumed to be a dead
ayer having no quantum efficiency. The value of
SiO2

was set to 10 nm, on the basis of upper limits set
y the manufacturer and by our measurement at
e–K �E � 108.5 eV� of the relative response of sam-
le TGS diodes to that of those having a known
hicker ��50 nm� layer of silicon dioxide. The last
actor is the desired absorption within the active sil-
con �a depletion layer of 100% internal quantum
fficiency�. The value of �Si was set to 15 �m, as
oughly estimated by the manufacturer.21 While
he current results are not sensitive to this value, its
ore rigorous calibration will be necessary in the

uture when our plasma output becomes more signif-
cant in the low-absorption regions above the Si–K
dge. The result is a typical value of Sj �0.25 but is
ubstantially lower above E �2 keV and near the
ow-energy side of the Si–K edge �1740 eV� because of

ig. 28. Step fit for grating HS14 calibrated after use on Z, show-
ng a slightly widened bar resulting in �30% higher second-order
fficiencies than the pre-Z results �Fig. 20�. Net error is 3.8%
imes m � 1 efficiencies. Gold bar depth profile shown in bottom
art of figure.
iminished silicon absorption in these spectral re-
ions. The diode sensitivity is also degraded at pho-
on energies below the O–K edge �525 eV�, owing to
bsorption in the surface layer of SiO2. However,
ith values of 
 tabulated for amorphous SiO2

glass�, the sensitivity loss is only 1.2% at the lowest
nergy �E � 125 eV� sampled in any of the current
GS instruments. This loss would double �to 2.5%�

f the oxide layer were actually twice as large as
ssumed, representing a net error of 1.3% in the low-
st energy diode calibration. We adopt a conserva-
ive estimate of �5% for the calibration error due to
he diode’s assumed physical parameters and �10%
or the aperture factor, at any one diode. However,
ote that possible detrimental effects as radiation
amage and nonunit quantum efficiency within the
epletion layer22 have not been measured. None-
heless, agreement of our spectroscopic data with to-
al energy measurements from an independent
olometer instrument �see Subsection 6.C.1� suggests
hat our systematic calibration errors have not been
nderestimated.

. Data Reduction

n outline of the procedures used to convert the raw
GS data to diagnosed parameters of the source is as

ollows:
Step 1. Use the calibration fits for the gratings to

alculate spectrally continuous efficiency curves �e.g.,
igures 22 and 28�, by use of the new Kirchoff equa-

ions presented in Subsection 3.B. This calculation
llows the grating efficiency to be known at all com-
inations of photon energy and spectral order dis-
ersed to a diode position in the detection array.
Step 2. Remove �unfold� the instrumental sensi-

ivity from the measured diode voltages. A com-
lication is that measuring the intensity by any one
iode yields the sum of all spectral-order efficien-
ies �m from the grating multiplied by the source
ntensity at the corresponding photon energies
where E�m � constant�. To perform such an un-
old requires a knowledge of intensity at the higher
rders before the spectrum is completely unfolded.

ig. 29. Pre- and post-Z profile comparison for HS14. The
ost-Z bars �dotted curve� are wider by �10 nm than the virgin
ars �solid curve�. It is unknown if this effective bar broadening
s due to the environmental effect of the pulsed Z source and
hether the gold bar actually deformed or was contaminated by

he accumulation of metal debris.
1 July 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 19 � APPLIED OPTICS 3791
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his issue is resolved with a recursion method,23

tarting at the highest �cutoff � energies where both
he incident intensities and the efficiencies at spec-
ral orders higher than m � 1 are negligible. The
iode sensitivity �also a function of photon energy�,
he geometric collection angle of the spectrograph,
nd the grating plate scale �dependent on the spec-
ral order� are also included in this deconvolution.
he result is a point-by-point power spectrum �gi-
awatt per electron volt per steradian versus pho-
on energy� for the viewed portion of the source.

Step 3. Fit the power spectrum to a two-component
lanckian,19 by selecting the four adjustable parame-
ers of source areas and temperatures. Alternatively,
he recursive unfolding outlined in step 2 above can be
voided if the incident beam is constrained ab initio to
e a �two-component� Planckian. In this case, the
redicted voltage is calculated for each diode as the
um of the grating spectral orders convolved by the
ource intensities and detector efficiencies at the re-
pective photon energies, and these are best fit to the
easured voltages by choice of the Planckian temper-

tures and areas. This latter technique is nonrecur-
ive and does not require the assumption of negligible
igher-order grating throughput at the highest photon
nergies. In the case of the direct Z pinch �Subsection
.C.1�, it infers a total radiated energy approximately
% lower than that inferred by the point-by-point un-
olding method. This difference is due largely to the
lternative weighting intervals �wavelength versus
hoton energy� of the resulting Planck functions and

ig. 30. Unfolded �gigawatt per electron volt per steradian� spec-
ra of a Z-pinch source from experiment Z987, with grating
S14_Z on TGS5, viewing 0.40 height of the pinch at an angle of
3.5°. Data error bars are�20%. To obtain power observable at
viewing angle of 0°, multiply the vertical scale by a factor of

�cos�13.5°� � 1.03, since the high mass tungsten Z-pinch source is
ssumed to be Lambertian �optically thick�. For the power spec-
rum observable from the full height of the pinch, divide the ver-
ical scale by f � 0.40.
792 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 19 � 1 July 2004
uggests that the unfolding accuracy is high. It
hould be understood that this is for a continuum
ource, and hence the unfolding is not sensitive to the
imited spectral resolution imposed by the slit and de-
ector pixel sizes as in the more challenging case of
nfolding line spectra.23 In our case, the diode detec-
ors need only sample the continuum at a discrete
umber of photon energies, rather than monitor rapid
hanges in intensity continuously with the photon en-
rgy as would be required for optimally unfolding line
ntensities.

Step 4. Convert the l-o-s pinch power to power from
he viewed portion of the pinch integrated over all
olid angles, which depends on the optical depth of
he plasma. The extreme case of an optically thin
lasma is treated with isotropic emission and that of
n optically thick plasma by Lambertian emission
cosine dependence on the l-o-s angle to the source
urface normal�. In general,

P �  effArea�!���T4, (39)

here ! is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, Area and
are the source area�s� and temperature�s� inferred

rom the above Planckian fit, and  eff is the effective
olid angle of emission relative to intensity measured
ig. 31. Temporal history of the viewed pinch on experiment
987. Multiply vertical scale of the power history by a factor of
�cos�13.5°� for a Lambertian emitter and by 4�� for an isotropic
mitter. Energy radiated from viewed height of the pinch is thus
66 kJ for a Lambertian emitter. For the full pinch, divide this
adiated energy and the vertical scale of the power history by f
0.40. The horizontal time scale is relative.
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long the surface normal. In convenient units,
�� � 5.669�� � 10	26 TW�mm2�°K4�sr. In the
ase of Lambertian emission,

 eff � �2�cos ",

if the spectrometer views a cylindrical source,
(40)

r

 eff � ��cos "�cos #,

if the spectrometer views a plane source,
(41)

here the cylindrical source has a vertical axis of
ymmetry, " is the l-o-s angle inclined above the hor-
zontal plane, and # is the l-o-s angle relative to the
urface normal in the horizontal plane. In the case
f isotropic emission,

 eff � 4�,

if the spectrometer views a cylindrical source,
(42)

r

 eff � 2�,

if the spectrometer views a plane source.
(43)

ig. 32. Unfolded power spectrum of a gold-wall hohlraum driven
y a Z pinch on experiment Z998, with grating X27 on TGS17,
iewing the wall at an azimuthal angle of 29° and a polar angle of
2°. Data error bars are �20%. Multiply vertical scale by
�cos�29°��cos�12°� � 1.17, since the hohlraum wall is Lambertian
optically thick�.
The factor  eff accounts both for the effective area
nferred from the spectrometer l-o-s viewing direction
elative to the surface and for integration over the
emisphere of outward-going emission at each point
n the surface of the source. These equations calcu-
ate the power radiated from both the front and the
ack sides of the cylinder, or from the front side of the
lane source. Note that T�°K� � kT�eV��k, where
� 8.62 � 10	5 eV�°K is the Boltzmann constant;

herefore a plasma with kT � 86 eV has a tempera-
ure of 1 million Kelvins.

Step 5. Integrate the power over time for it to be
onverted to radiated energy and divided by the frac-
ion � f � of the source in view to obtain the energy
adiated by the full source.

. Transmission Grating Spectrometer Results

ith the accurate grating calibrations presented in
his research and the diode sensitivity calculations
nd data-reduction technique outline above, scientific
esults from two Z spectrographs are reported here.

. High-Energy TGS5
his spectrograph employs grating HS14 �by use of

he HS14_Z calibration results of Fig. 28� and is used
s a high-energy diagnostic directly viewing the Z
inch. The pinch–grating distance is 24.272 m, and
he grating–detector distance is 0.603 m. The l-o-s
f TGS5 views a cylindrical pinch �vertical axis of
ymmetry� at an angle of " � 13.5° relative to the
orizontal, and we assume f�0.40 based on indepen-
ent diagnostics. Reduced results of one such mea-
urement are shown in Figs. 30 and 31. The error
ars for individual data points are set to�20%, which
as derived as a worst-case result from the following

omponents: �i� grating efficiency, �5% �Table 3�;
ii� silicon diode sensitivity, excluding the aperture
actor, �5% �Subsection 6.A�; and �iii� silicon diode
eometric aperture factor, �10%. The power spec-
rum is not well fit by a single temperature Planckian
ut requires a two-component model consisting of a
arge plasma area at low temperature �kT �100 eV�
nd a comparatively small plasma area at high tem-
erature �kT �250 eV�. This high temperature tail
s in qualitative agreement with 2-D radiation mag-
etohydrodynamic pinch simulation results.19 Each
f the two plasma components contributes a nearly
qual amount to the radiated power at the peak emis-
ion time of�7.5 ns. Note that the temperature and
rea affect the power in combination �i.e., a higher
emperature fit and a lower area fit can produce the
ame total power�. Therefore, one must be cau-
ioned that, depending on the noise level of the spec-
rum that constrains the balance between these two
ffects, one can see high-frequency swings in the in-
ividual terms that do not represent physical
hanges to the plasma. The total radiated energy of
900 kJ from the TGS unfold is consistent with in-
ependent total energy measurements made by a bo-
ometer diagnostic viewing the same fraction of the Z
inch �863 � 56 kJ�; however, this redundancy is
econdary to the primary goal of the TGS in providing
1 July 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 19 � APPLIED OPTICS 3793
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pectroscopic information, in this case demonstrating
he presence of two temperature components.

. Low-Energy TGS17
his spectrograph employs grating X27 �with the cal-

bration of Fig. 22� and is used as a low-energy diag-
ostic of pinch-driven hohlraums. The pinch–
rating distance is 8.247 m, and the grating–detector
istance is 0.607 m. A gold-wall cylinder is centered
n and surrounds the cylindrical pinch. To prevent
he TGS from viewing the pinch directly, the l-o-s is
efined by a small hole in the gold wall. This results
n the spectrometer viewing a small �locally plane�
ection of the inner gold-wall cylinder at an angle of
� 29° within the plane of curvature �horizontal�.

n addition, the l-o-s is also inclined at an angle of " �
2° above this horizontal plane. Figures 32 and 33
re the reduced results for one such hohlraum mea-
urement. We find that these sources are well fit by

single-temperature �i.e., thermalized� blackbody,
uggesting a higher level of radiation homogeneity
han demonstrated above for the direct Z pinch, as
xpected for a hohlraum wall. The error bars for
ndividual data points are set to �20% as explained
bove. As flat-fielding data was not available for
his spectrograph, the aperture factor in Eq. �38� was
et to 1.

. Summary

e have presented a new analytical model, derived
igorously from scalar diffraction theory, for the effi-

ig. 33. Temporal history of the hohlraum from experiment Z998.
ultiply vertical scale of the power history by a factor of �1����

os�29°��cos�12°� �0.37 for a Lambertian emitter and by 2�� for an
sotropic emitter. Energy radiated from the viewed area of the
ambertian hohlraum wall is thus �4 kJ. The horizontal time
cale is relative.
794 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 19 � 1 July 2004
iency of a symmetric profile transmission grating.
his model arose from the failure of classical rectan-
ular bar calculations to agree with accurate soft-x-
ay �0.1–2 keV�measurements of gold gratings. The
easurements employed a new table-top calibration

ystem that selects numerous ��30� photon energies
y use of a high-resolution grazing-incidence mono-
hromator and a constant current e-beam source
quipped with an extensive set of anodes. Begin-
ing with a trapezoidal fit, iterative computations
etermined the free-form �multiple step� profile that
ts all measured spectral orders �1–8� simulta-
eously. The result is a physically consistent bar-
rofile model that agrees with the data to within�1%
f the net soft-x-ray efficiency. With this method,
ne-period �200 nm� free-standing gratings were

ound to exhibit limited performance fundamentals
espite four generations of refinement:

�i� Because of the nearly equal widths of the bars
nd intervening spaces, low second-order contamina-
ion is obtained over part of the spectrum at the
xpense of reduced first-order efficiency above �1
eV and increased scatter.
�ii� Model-inferred physical structures, including

rganic residue and metal particulates on the gold
ars, are verified with electron microscopy and x-ray
pectroscopy on a grating physically sectioned after
he soft-x-ray calibration.
�iii� The calibrated bar thickness is highly discrep-

nt ��factor 2� from and typically lower than the
anufacturers’ specifications.

Such variations mandate soft-x-ray testing as a
outine nondestructive method to determine the pa-
ameters of individual gratings. Selected gratings
nd fast diodes were used to construct 0.25-ns time-
esolved spectrographs of known radiometric re-
ponse. The unfolded spectra of a direct Z-pinch
lasma yielded a peak kT �250 eV with a total radi-
ted energy �900 kJ. A pinch-driven gold-wall
ohlraum yielded a thermalized �Planckian� kT �86
V. Such absolutely calibrated diagnostics are im-
ortant steps on the path to inertial confinement fu-
ion with a Z pinch.
The soft-x-ray efficiency calibration system we

ave developed provides a spectral resolution suffi-
ient to map photoabsorption edges. With a varied-
ine-space monochromator,7 the system was able to
elect wavelength at high spectral resolution and
hroughput while maintaining a stationary light
ource and exit slit. The resulting physical stability
f the system provided a temporally stable and re-
roducible intensity of radiation. Construction of a
ibrary of anode materials for an electron-impact
ight source allowed access to a large number of
right soft-x-ray emission lines at finely spaced in-
ervals between�0.1 and 2 KeV. Use of a low-noise
ack-illuminated CCD further provided for temporal
tability of the data through long duration exposures.
s an option to be considered in future work, Brems-
trahlung continua from high-z anodes �e.g., W or Au�
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ould also be utilized, provided that the CCD is op-
rated in photon-counting mode to allow separation
f monochromator spectral orders and also that of
onmonochromatic scattered radiation by use of the
lectron gain inherent to a constant work function
electrons per electron volt� of silicon.24 This use
ould make continuum measurements of efficiency
ossible, which is of particular importance in the char-
cterization of the fine spectral structures evident
rom our research �see Section 5�. These structures
ccur in the vicinity of soft-x-ray photoabsorption
dges, not only from the gold grating bar �M-shell and
-shell� but also from the nickel support structure

L-shell� and from organic contaminants �the carbon
nd oxygen K-shell edges, including inverted and cusp-
haped edges demonstrated in the even spectral or-
ers�. The table-top soft-x-ray calibration system
eveloped in this work7 represents a convenient and
ow-cost alternative to relatively inaccessible and ex-
ensive synchrotron radiation facilities and has
igher temporal and spatial stability �and lower cost�
han currently attainable with laser-produced
lasma �pulsed� light sources.
To fit the increasingly accurate and detailed data

esulting from these extended soft-x-ray measure-
ent capabilities required new analytical solutions

o the absolute efficiencies of symmetric profile trans-
ission gratings. Employing rigorous scalar theory

erivation of both linear �trapezoidal and hexagonal�
nd nonlinear �free-form multiple step� side-wall
rating bars and by use of simple models that account
or the practical effects of a support structure and
ontamination, an iterative FORTRAN code was devel-
ped that yields high-accuracy fits to the measured
oft-x-ray data with the same �physically consistent�
odel for all spectral orders. An absorption edge at
i–K also allows the code to determine the physical
arameters of a translucent nickel support structure,
nd a low-energy rise in the second-order efficiencies
including an inverted absorption edge at C–K� de-
ermines the concentration of a carbon-based film on
he side walls of the gold bars.

The new soft-x-ray measurement system and
odel were applied to the calibration of the most

ecent free-standing fine-period transmission grat-
ngs available. The large deviation of critical pa-
ameters �such as bar thickness and scatter� found
etween individual gratings highlights the need to
ccurately measure soft-x-ray efficiencies rather than
o assume parameters targeted in the grating fabri-
ation. Indeed, several generations of results re-
orted here were provided as a courtesy to one
rating manufacturer �MIT Space Nanostructures
aboratory13� and thereby used to improve their fab-
ication. Such soft-x-ray measurements were
eeded to obtain accurate knowledge of important
hysical parameters such as gold-bar or contaminant
ayer thicknesses otherwise unavailable during the
afer processing. These measurements provide a
ondestructive process, whereby acceptable gratings
re selected on the basis of their soft-x-ray perfor-
ance and model-inferred structure.
Transmission gratings of comparatively high per-
ormance were selected by the above process, abso-
utely calibrated, and used to construct time-resolved
pectrographs. These instruments were success-
ully fielded to diagnose Z-pinch plasmas from tung-
ten wire arrays and gold-wall hohlraums driven by
mission from such plasmas. Radiometrically cali-
rated temperatures, areas, and emitted powers from
hese sources agree with theoretical models and in-
ependent experimental measurements.
Theoretically, an amplitude transmission grating

onsisting of opaque rectangular profile bars and
qual width spaces can deliver an ideal flat efficiency
s a function of photon energy. However, our re-
ults demonstrate that much less ideal characteris-
ics are at present available with such devices, for
arious reasons:

1. The thickest gold bars that currently can be
abricated on a 200-nm period are sufficiently trans-
ucent that phase shifts in the transmitted beam pro-
uce large interference bumps near the soft-x-ray
old M- and N-shell transitions.
2. The wavelength-dependent transmission

hrough the sloped side walls of actual �nonrectangu-
ar profile� bars results in a variable bar-to-gap ratio,
hich prevents the suppression of second-order con-

amination across a broad spectral range.
3. The need for a rigid grid support structure

e.g., nickel� superimposes onto the spectrum an ad-
itional photoabsorption edge as well as a spatial
odulation of the efficiency across the grating aper-

ure.
4. The absence of a solid mounting base for free-

tanding gratings can significantly reduce the pres-
nce of absorption edges in the spectral efficiency
urves. However, the difficulty of completely remov-
ng plating layers needed in the multistep fabrication
rocess often introduces a high level of spectral back-
round owing to the effect of particulate metal �e.g.,
ickel� contaminants. The fabrication process also
eintroduces the photoabsorption edges of carbon and
xygen owing to photoresist or other carbon-based
esidue on the side walls of the bars. In an attempt
o reduce these contaminants, the most recent series
f gratings was apparently etched more thoroughly,
ut resulted in thin, gold grating bars having reduced
fficiency at high energies.
5. The presence of residual photoresist on the

rating is a potential source of spontaneous degrada-
ion of calibration accuracy, because of the possibility
f further oxide growth or vacuum contaminants ac-
umulating on the organic films.

6. The free-standing grating structure, even with
robust grid support structure, consists of bars

hose deviation from periodicity �including bent bars
nd high-frequency width and thickness modula-
ions� gives rise to a spectrum contaminated by sig-
ificant scatter in the form of interorder bumps,
houlders, and high background.
7. The use of such a grating at normal incidence

xposes it to severe heat loading and debris contam-
1 July 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 19 � APPLIED OPTICS 3795
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nation from the source, which can result in distortion
f the structure and efficiency of the device. Be-
ause of the high calibration accuracy of our measure-
ents and model, we have tracked nanometer-sized

hanges in the effective bar shape after illumination
f a grating by a high peak power Z-pinch source,
nferred from a significant �30%� change in the
econd-order grating efficiencies.

These practical disadvantages of a free-standing
ransmission grating and its inherent disadvantages
f a lower peak efficiency and dispersive power must
e weighed against its advantages in comparison
ith existing grazing-incidence reflection gratings.
hese include a higher purity in a broad first-order
fficiency curve �i.e., lower efficiency in spectral or-
ers m � 1� and in the insensitivity of the efficiency
nd dispersion of a normal-incidence transmission
rating to angular alignment errors. Future work is
otivated by the need to develop spectroscopic in-

truments that can, in practice, exhibit a wider range
f desirable features than existing mountings of ei-
her free-standing transmission gratings or reflection
ratings.
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ection by Kenneth A. Peterson and Rose M. Torres
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